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Abstract
In the existing literature there are many combinatorial interpretations for the sequence (ai)i¿1=
1; 3; 7; 17; 41; : : : (M2665 in The Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences, Academic Press, New York,
1995), and at least one for the subsequence of its odd-indexed terms, i.e. 1; 7; 41; 239; : : :, using
the area under elevated Schr!oder paths. We provide a combinatorial interpretation for the sub-
sequence given by the remaining terms 3; 17; 99; : : : ; also in this case by using the area under
Schr!oder paths.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
If one submits the numbers a1 = 1; 3; 7; 17; 41; 99; 239; 577; : : : to the On-Line
Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences [5], a large amount of references and combina-
torial interpretations are immediately provided. This sequence counts, among other
things, non-self-intersecting paths with steps of types (1; 0), (−1; 0) and (0; 1), sym-
metric crossword puzzle grid, ways of putting molecules on a ladder lattice. Moreover,
the odd-indexed terms of the above sequence, i.e. 1; 7; 41; 239; : : : ; have been inter-
preted in a nice combinatorial setting, namely, they enumerate the total area under the
elevated Schr!oder paths of given length [3]. Therefore, it is natural to ask whether the
even-indexed terms (3; 17; 99; 577; : : :) have some combinatorial meaning, perhaps in
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Fig. 1. A self-avoiding path of length 22.
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Fig. 2. A grand Motzkin path in the strip [−1; 1].
the same context. In this work we show that the numbers 1; 3; 17; 99; 577; : : : count a
certain subset of the set of the triangles forming up the total area of elevated Schr!oder
paths of length, say, n and n + 1; recall that, according to [4], the region bounded
by the x-axis and a given Schr!oder path can be partitioned into triangles whose
vertex coordinates are either (x; y), (x + 1; y + 1), (x + 2; y) or (x; y), (x − 1; y + 1),
(x + 1; y + 1) (see Fig. 3). This result has been achieved by establishing at least two
new bijections between diGerent classes of paths, and by recalling an “old” one [4],
which is fundamental in accomplishing our result.
2. Preliminaries
Several classes of combinatorial objects will be considered throughout this paper.
In this section we will list such structures, also giving some information about the
numerical sequences arising from them.
Self-avoiding paths. These paths start from a Bxed point 0 in the discrete plane, use
north, east, and west unitary steps, and never cross themselves. Let Sn be the set of
such paths made up of n steps (Fig. 1).
Grand Motzkin paths in the strip [−1; 1]. Let Mn be the set of the paths running
from (0; 0) to (n; 0), built up with rise (1; 1), fall (1;−1) and unitary horizontal (1; 0)
steps, contained in the horizontal strip [−1; 1] (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 3. The triangles forming the area under an elevated Schr!oder path.
Fig. 4. A path in V29.
Elevated Schr;oder paths. An elevated Schr!oder path is a path made up of rise, fall
and length-two horizontal steps running from (0; 0) to (2n; 0) and remaining strictly
above the x-axis. Given an elevated Schr!oder path, we consider the region bounded by
the path and the x-axis. The area of this region is deBned to be the number of isosceles
triangles contained in it, i.e. whose vertex coordinates are either (x; y), (x + 1; y + 1),
(x+2; y) or (x; y), (x−1; y+1), (x+1; y+1), as in [4] (Fig. 3). Moreover, we denote
by A2n the set of such triangles forming the total area under the elevated Schr!oder paths
of length 2n. So a2n= |A2n| measures precisely this area.
Further, we consider the sets Vn of all unrestricted lattice paths that run from (0; 0)
to the line x= n and use rise, fall and two-length horizontal steps, and that do not end
with a rise step (Fig. 4).
As far as the classes of paths Sn are concerned, it is well known [7] that they
are counted by the sequence 1; 1; 3; 7; 17; 41; 99; 239; 577; : : : (sequence M2665 in [6])
and, if we set sn+1 = |Sn|; n¿0, we Bnd for such sequence the following recurrence
relation:
s0 = 1;
s1 = 1;
sn = 2sn−1 + sn−2; n¿ 2:
(1)
These facts can be found, for example, in [8]. Moreover, in some recent works
[1–4,9], the sequence {s2n+1}n was taken into consideration, and it was proved that
a2n+2 = s2n+1; n¿ 0: (2)
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Finally, it has been also shown [3] that the numbers (a2n)n¿0 (sequence M4423 in
[6]) satisfy the following recursion:
a2 = 1;
a4 = 7;
a2n = 6a2n−2 − a2n−4; n¿ 3:
(3)
3. The bijections
The Brst step in our work consists of proving that the paths in Sn−1 and those in Mn
are both counted by sn (n¿1). This will be done by establishing a bijection between
the class Mn and the class S ′n⊆ Sn of self-avoiding paths of length n starting with a
north step (observe that |S ′n|= sn). This bijection will be very important for us, since
it provides a new class of paths (Mn) enumerated by (sn)n¿0 which is more suitable
than Sn for our purposes.
To determine the desired bijection, we observe that each path of S ′n, n¿1, can be
uniquely decomposed by using the following three types of subpaths:
A. a sequence of north steps;
B. a north step followed by a non-empty sequence of east steps;
C. a north step followed by a non-empty sequence of west steps.
More precisely, for each path P ∈ S ′n, such decomposition can be denoted as
P = 12 : : : r ; (4)
where the i’s are subpaths of type A, B or C.
Analogously, each path in Mn has a similar decomposition into subpaths of three
diGerent types:
A′: a sequence of horizontal steps lying on the x-axis;
B′: a (possibly empty) sequence of horizontal steps preceded by a rise step, and fol-
lowed by a fall step;
C′: a (possibly empty) sequence of horizontal steps preceded by a fall step, and
followed by a rise step.
The desired bijection f : S ′n → Mn is recursively deBned as follows (see Fig. 5):
– if P ∈ S ′n is a path of type A (B, C, resp.), then f(P) ∈ Mn is a path of type A′
(B′, C′, resp.) of the same length;
– if P= 12 : : : r , according to decomposition (4), then f(P) is the concatenation of
the paths f(1); f(2); : : : ; f(r).
For instance, the reader can check that the path in Fig. 1 corresponds through f to
that of Fig. 2.
Now, using a very similar argument, we provide a bijection between the paths of
Vn and the paths of Mn, thus giving a direct proof of the fact that |Vn|= sn.
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Fig. 5. The recursive deBnition of f.
Given a path in Vn, we can decompose it in a unique way as a concatenation of
subpaths belonging to three diGerent types:
A′′. a sequence of fall steps;
B′′. a (possibly empty) sequence of rise steps followed by a peak;
C′′. a (possibly empty) sequence of rise steps followed by a length-two horizontal
step.
Once again, if P ∈Vn, then
P = 12 : : : s;
where the i’s are subpaths of type A′′, B′′ or C′′.
We deBne a function g : Vn → Mn such that g(P) is the juxtaposition of g(1); g(2);
: : : ; g(s), where g(i) is a Grand Motzkin path of type A′ (resp. B′, C′) if i is of
type A′′ (resp. B′′, C′′) (see Fig. 6 for an example). The reader can easily check that
g is a bijection between Vn and Mn.
4. A combinatorial interpretation of sn in terms of the area of Schroder paths
The bijections found in the previous section give us a particularly interesting com-
binatorial interpretation of the numbers (sn)n¿0: such sequence counts the paths of Vn,
n¿0. These paths have been previously studied in [4], in connection with the area
under elevated Schr!oder paths. In fact, Pergola and Pinzani described a bijection be-
tween the set of all the triangles forming the total area under elevated Schr!oder paths
of length 2n and the paths belonging to V2n−1. Below we give a brief account of how
this bijection works.
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Fig. 6. (i) A path in V29; (ii) the path of M29 obtained by applying g.
Take an elevated Schr!oder path P and consider the triangles below such path as in
Fig. 3. We will call up triangles the ones with vertex coordinates of the type (x; y),
(x+1; y+1) and (x+2; y), and down triangles the ones with vertex coordinates of the
type (x; y), (x−1; y+1) and (x+1; y+1). We can partition the triangles decomposing
the total area of the (2n + 2)-length elevated Schr!oder paths into three sets. The set
T
(n)
1 contains the up triangles that touch the path by their right side, the set T
(n)
2
contains the up triangles that do not touch the path by their right side, Bnally the set
T
(n)
3 contains the down triangles.
Next, we partition the class of paths Vn into three sets. The paths in V
(−1)
n have
Bnal ordinate −1 and end with a fall step. Let V↑n denote the subset of paths that have
positive Bnal ordinate. Let V↓n denote the complement Vn\(V(−1)n ∪V↑n ). There are
bijections between the following pairs:
• T(n)1 and V(−1)n ,
• T(n)2 and V↑n ,
• T(n)3 and V↓n ,
Namely, these three bijections work as follows:
• Let Q be the rightmost point with integer coordinates of a triangle in T(n)1 belonging
to an elevated Schr!oder path P. Then we delete the initial (rise) step of P and
transpose the subpath of P that follows Q with the modiBed subpath that precedes
Q. Hence we obtain a path in V(−1)n .
• Take a triangle in T(n)2 under an elevated Schr!oder path P and draw a line of slope 1
from the rightmost point having integer coordinates of such triangle. This line meets
the path P for the Brst time at a point, say Q. Next, we draw horizontal rays to
the right from the center of the chosen triangle and from the center of each triangle
beneath it. Each of these rays meets, for the Brst time, a fall step in P which we
change into a rise step. We then delete the initial rise step of P and transpose the
modiBed subpath following Q with the modiBed subpath preceding Q to obtain a
path in V↑n (see Fig. 7).
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Fig. 7. (i) A triangle forming the area under a Schr!oder path of length 30; (ii) the corresponding path in
V29 following the bijection.
A(P)
P
Fig. 8. Triangles of the area of a Schr!oder path P that contribute to A(P).
• The bijection between T(n)3 and V↓n is a consequence of the preceding two
bijections.
This bijection enables us to interpret the triangles belonging to the total area under
elevated Schr!oder paths of length 2n by means of the paths in V2n−1. Now the idea is
to rearrange these triangles to obtain the numbers (s2n)n¿0, which counts the paths of
V2n; this will be done by considering a suitable partition of the triangles under elevated
Schr!oder paths.
Let P be an elevated Schr!oder path of length 2n, traced by the lattice points
(0; x0); : : : ; (i; xi); : : : ; (2n; 0). For each horizontal step occurring in P, starting from (i; x),
consider the triangles of the area of P, contained in the region bounded by the two
lines of slope 1 passing from (i; x) and (i+2; x) (Fig. 8). Each of these triangles will
be called a shadowed triangle. Let A(P) be the cardinality of the set of the shadowed
triangles of the path P.
Finally, let b2n=
∑
P A(P), for P running over the set of elevated Schr!oder paths
of length 2n (the Brst values for these numbers are 0; 2; 12; 70; 308; : : :). It is immedi-
ately seen that the numbers c2n= b2n+2 + (a2n − b2n) count the sum of the shadowed
triangles under elevated Schr!oder paths of length 2n + 2 and the non-shadowed ones
under elevated Schr!oder paths of length 2n. This way of counting the triangles under
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elevated Schr!oder paths is precisely what we need to get to the desired interpretation
of the numbers s2n.
Proposition 1. For any n¿0, c2n= s2n.
Proof. The described bijection for the total area of elevated Schr!oder paths of length
2n+2 and the paths of V2n+1 ensures that the shadowed triangles contributing to b2n+2
are mapped precisely into the paths of V2n+1 ending with a horizontal step. These,
in turn, are mapped into Grand Motzkin paths in M2n+1 ending with a rise step. We
denote by bn+1 the number of such paths in Mn; observe that this deBnition of the bn’s
is consistent with the previous deBnition of the b2n’s. Now the following recurrence
relations satisBed by sn and bn can be trivially veriBed:
bn+1 = bn + sn−2; (5)
sn = 2bn+1 + sn−1: (6)
The joint application of (5) and (6) provides a third relation:
sn = bn+2 + bn+1: (7)
Eqs. (5)–(7) give
c2n = b2n+2 + (a2n − b2n)
= b2n+2 + (s2n−1 − b2n)
= b2n+2 + 2b2n + s2n−2 − b2n
= b2n+2 + b2n + s2n−2
= b2n+2 + b2n+1 = s2n
and this is precisely our thesis.
5. Concluding remarks
The combinatorial interpretation we have provided for the even-indexed terms of
sequence M2665 in [6] may appear unclear and a bit artiBcial. Actually, the way we
have obtained such interpretation is quite natural. In fact, given a Schr!oder path P, the
set of its shadowed triangles corresponds, through the bijection in [4], to paths of Vn
(for a suitable n) ending with a (double) horizontal step. These, in turn, are mapped by
the bijection g of Section 3 to paths of Mn ending with a rise step: it is precisely the
enumeration of such paths that gives in a natural way the numbers we were looking for.
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